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Making Innovation Real

Document Purpose
The purpose of this document is to support Public Service
organisations to understand and translate the Innovation vision,
priorities and goals outlined in the Irish Public Service Innovation
Strategy into their own organisation. This may be in the form of a
standalone innovation strategy or it could be an innovation pillar
which can be included in the organisation’s existing Statement of
Strategy or Business Plans.

This document will provide guidance on how to leverage each of
the listed items in order to support you with your innovation
strategy development.
In advance of preparing your strategy you may wish to access the
supports that are already available on the Innovation Hub,
managed by the Reform and Innovation Division of the
Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.

This document will provide step by step guidance on interpreting
the Irish Public Service Innovation strategy and developing
organisational level innovation commitments that align to this.
Therefore, in order to leverage this document to full effect, please
also refer to the following documents:
•
•
•

Irish Public Service innovation strategy
Irish Public Service innovation strategy canvas
Irish Public Service innovation strategy template
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Section 1 | Public Service Innovation Strategy Overview
The following summarises the Innovation Strategy for the Irish Public Service. This includes an innovation vision, four priority areas with two goals under each
in order to achieve the vision. The published Strategy document can be found here

Priorities
Priority 1 | Citizen-centric Innovation

Vision
Harness the power
of innovation
to deliver world-class
public services in
Ireland

Put citizens and users at the centre of innovation,
to enhance their experience through seamless service
delivery

Goals
1.1 Listen and engage with citizens and users
1.2 Design and deliver integrated and easy to use services

Priority 2 | Culture of Innovation

2.1 Lead with vision, empower staff and challenge the norm

Create a culture where all staff are inspired, empowered
and enabled to innovate

2.2 Equip staff with the skills, mindset and tools to innovate

Priority 3 | Scale up Innovation
Work across sectors and organisations to optimise
efficiency by scaling innovations across the Irish Public
Service

3.1 Connect and collaborate across the ecosystem to scale successful
innovations
3.2 Capture and share insights, knowledge and lessons learned

Priority 4 | Transformative Innovation

4.1 Develop strategic insights for future trends and requirements

Drive innovation across the Irish Public Service by
pioneering change and long-term transformation

4.2 Support and promote policy for innovation, digital transformation and
new ways of working through experimentation, testing and continuous
improvement

Section 1 | Public Service Innovation Strategy Cascade
In order to ‘make innovation real’, it is important that all public service organisations align to and strive towards the same innovation vision. Therefore,
using the Fixed, Flexible and Free Framework, organisations will be able to leverage the overarching public service strategy to develop their own
innovation strategy.

How to use the Fixed, Flexible and Free Framework
•

As per Figure 1, organisations will be required to adopt the same
vision and priorities as outlined in the overarching strategy

•

It is important to note that organisations are only required to adopt
priorities 1 -3 and not priority 4 which will remain a central focus for
the Department of Public Expenditure & Reform

•

Underneath Priorities 1-3, organisations can either adopt the exact
same goals as per the overarching strategy, or they can tailor these
goals to suit their organisation, with the commitment to ensuring
they still align with the Priorities

•

Organisations will then identify actions and an implementation
roadmap that is completely free and relevant to their organisational
structure, requirements and so on. Organisations are not required
to adopt the actions listed in the overarching Innovation Strategy for
the Public Service. The Innovation Strategy Canvas provides
suggested actions underneath each goal which organisations may
wish to use and/or tailor, or they may wish to develop new actions
entirely specific to their organisation

Figure 1. Fixed, flexible and free framework*

* See full Framework in published Innovation Strategy

Irish Public Service
Innovation Strategy Canvas

Section 2
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas
Using the canvas to create your strategy
•

The Innovation Strategy Canvas is a bespoke tool developed on
Microsoft Excel which has been designed to support public service
organisations create their innovation strategy

•

The canvas will enable organisations to fill in the relevant
information (as prompted throughout the tool) with relative ease
and within a short time frame. The Canvas is divided into four steps.
A half-day workshop is recommended to complete each step.

•

The Canvas aims to provide organisations with a pre-populated, DPER
approved framework including the innovation vision, priorities, goals
and actions which can be quickly incorporated into an organisational
statement of Strategy with ease, and with assurance that they align
to the national vision

•

The following slides will provide step by step guidance on how to use
the Innovation Canvas to its full potential. It is therefore encouraged
that you keep this document open when working through the
canvas. In addition, the Canvas will include guidance throughout as
noted in the ‘Tool Overview’ tab on the Excel document
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas

Key Consideration

Stage 1 Establish a Working Team

If possible, upon completion of Step 1 in the Innovation Strategy
Canvas, invite a colleague who has not been involved in the
development process to review and sense check the progress
made and actions identified.

*To be completed before Canvas development
Establish a Working Team to drive the development of the strategy by completing
the Innovation Strategy Canvas and receiving sign off on the outputs. Key
consideration points include;
1.

Identify a senior sponsor to lead and champion the strategy development

2.

Establish a Working Team which includes colleagues from different
departments, grades and locations (if relevant) with diverse skillsets and
experience

Helpful Tools & Resources

3.

Assign a project manager to drive the progress of the strategy development

Cognitive Bias Poster

4.

Establish the in-house governance process of the strategy development with
SMT/Leadership

Innovation Taboo – Understanding Innovation Buzzwords

5.

Establish ways of working, creating an open and safe space where every
member feels comfortable to contribute. Leverage innovative tools such as
those listed under ‘helpful tools and resources’ to facilitate discussion

6.

Take time to review the overarching Irish Public Service Innovation Strategy
to become familiar with the vision, priorities and goals as well as the Fixed,
Flexible and Free Framework in advance of completing the Innovation Canvas
(e.g. run an ‘introduction session’ with the Team to review the Innovation
Strategy as per Section1 of this document)

Innovation A to Z – from blank page to development
How can government officials become innovators?
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas

Key Consideration

Stage 2 Assess your organisation’s current innovation maturity

If you are in the Civil Service, consider using your organisation’s
Civil Service Employee Engagement Results regarding Innovation
as your high level innovation benchmark. If you are in the wider
Public Service, consider leveraging some of the tools below in
addition to the Enterprise Ireland Innovation Scorecard.

*To be completed before Canvas development
Complete a high level innovation as-is assessment to identify innovation
enablers, barriers, opportunities and challenges within the organisation. Key
considerations include;
1.

Use the Enterprise Ireland Innovation Scorecard (see link under helpful
tools & resources) to assess the current innovation landscape in your
organisation

2.

Leverage the collated results to identify priority focus areas which can be
included into your innovation strategy

Helpful Tools & Resources
Enterprise Ireland Innovation Scorecard
Innovation Snapshot
Workplace Innovation Tool
How to public sector organisations innovate?
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas
Stage 3 Begin the Innovation Strategy Canvas
Once you have identified your Working Team and completed an Innovation As-Is assessment of your organisation, you are ready to begin the Innovation Strategy
Canvas. Slides 12 – 19 of this document provide guidance on how to complete each tab within the canvas along with practical steps, resources, consideration points
and a glossary of terms throughout. Below lists a high level overview of the tool and the tabs within it;

Canvas Overview
There are 8 tabs within the Canvas of which 5 require completion by the Working Team. Working
from left to right;
1.

Tool Overview – provides a high level description of the tool and includes guidance on how to
access and leverage the tool to its full potential

2.

Organisation As-Is – the Working Team are required to fill in their organisation’s details,
challenges and opportunities and develop their innovation ambition

3-5.

Priority 1 – 3 tabs – one tab per priority, the Working Team will work through four steps to
identify, customise and rationalise their chosen actions for each goal. The Working Team
will develop all three priorities at each step. The majority of time and focus will be on
completing these tabs which can typically take four half-day workshops (one workshop per
step)
Actions Summary – this tab provides an overview of all actions selected for the strategy and the type of
innovation that each action can be categorised into

6.
7.

Implementation – this tab identifies key requirements and considerations in order to successfully
implement the strategy. This can be completed once actions have been identified at the end of Step 1,
agreed at the end of Step 2, rationalised at the end of Step 3 or confirmed at the end of Step 4

8.

Next Steps – the final tab provides guidance on how to transfer the outputs gathered on the Canvas
onto the Strategy Template

Figure 2. Innovation Strategy Canvas Extract

Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas

Key Consideration

Stage3a Complete the Organisation As-Is tab
1.

Insert the relevant details into organisation, strategy type (see
additional guidance on canvas by hovering over the red cap), version
and date

Challenge yourselves when setting your innovation
ambition. What would you like your organisation excel at?
What are you experts on? What are your biggest
opportunities and challenges now, and what will they be in
20 years time? Use this forward thinking when discussing
your aspirations for the future

2.

Create an innovation ambition that aligns to both the overarching
innovation vision, and your current organisation vision. This can be a
short statement, for example, explaining how your organisation will
incorporate innovation in order to provide excellent public services.
Consider leveraging the tools listed on this page to develop your
ambition by challenging the norm and broadening your perspective on
what is possible

Helpful Tools & Resources

3.

Using the results from Stage 2 (completing an innovation as-is
assessment of your organisation) document the key opportunities and
challenges that your organisation faces. These do not necessarily have
to be innovation-specific and can therefore include broader aspects
including Political, Economical, Social, Technological, Environmental and
Legal factors (PESTEL Analysis)

Setting a Vision/Ambition (Chapter 7)
What is Innovation Ambition and what is yours?
Future Scan
An Overview of PESTEL Analysis
What makes for a good innovation strategy?
Innovation vs Time: How to make public sector innovations
survive
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas
Stage 3b Complete Priorities 1-3 tabs
1

5.

Identify if the action is completely new to your organisation, or if it will
align to an existing initiative (see additional guidance on this directly on
Canvas)

6.

Finally, space is provided under each goal for you to include additional
actions that may have been identified throughout the workshop. This can
be completely specific to your organisation and can differ from the prepopulated actions (see additional guidance on this directly on Canvas).
Once identified, follow steps 3-5 for these additional actions.

7.

Repeat steps 2-6 for the remaining goals under each priority

8.

It is important to note that under the Fixed, Flexible and Free framework,
goals are flexible and actions are free. Therefore you have autonomy to
decide how you adopt the goals and actions in order to meet the priority.
You can also decide how many actions you choose to adopt ensuring that
the amount selected is realistic, focused and measurable for your
organisation. Your final list might include a blend of the suggested
actions, suggested actions that have been customised and completely
new actions identified by the Working Team.

Step 1 is to be completed by the Innovation Working Team
1.

Review the suggested actions listed under each goal

2.

Beginning at the first goal, as a group discuss if any of the suggested
actions immediately stand out as relevant to your organisation, selecting
‘Yes’ from the drop down list in the ‘Adopt’ column if so. If they are not
suitable to your organisation and cannot be customised to make them so,
select ‘No’

3.

Once you have selected the actions you wish to adopt, you will then
identify the Innovation Type for each action. Guidance on this can be
found directly on the Canvas by hovering your cursor over ‘Innovation
Type’ (In addition, see extra guidance on slide 21 of this document)

4.

Consider if the action selected requires Customisation. For example, you
may wish to change the language to make it relevant for your
organisation, or you may wish to use the action as a starting point from
which you will add to/update to reflect your organisation’s needs (see
additional guidance directly on Canvas)

Pages 14 – 16 of this document provide additional guidance on how to interpret each priority in
order to successfully adopt and tailor actions to inform your innovation strategy. Guidance on
completing Steps 2, 3 and 4 of the Canvas continue from page 17

Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas

DRAFT
Helpful Resources

Priority 1 Guidance

The Service Design Playbook (1)

Why is this a priority?

Government Service Design Manual

Priority 1 focuses on keeping the citizen at the centre of innovation in order to enhance their
experience when engaging with public services. Citizen’s must be kept at the core of decision
making, design and delivery processes. This is important to ensure Public Service organisations
are providing relevant and inclusive services to citizens reflective of their needs, wants and
expectations.

Key Priority terms
Public
Consultation

A process by which the public’s input on matters that will affect them is
sought in order to improve a service or process

Crowdsource

Crowdsourcing involves collating ideas, feedback or opinions from a large
group of people (external to the organisation) via social media, the
internet or smart phone apps on a particular topic

User personas

A fictional ‘character’ created within the organisation to represent the
customer or users types that engage with their services

User types

Categories of user groups. Each type is characterised with a particular
unique identifier such as age, location, nationality and so on

Customer
journey
mapping

The complete sum of experiences that your customers go through when
engaging with the organisation. The purpose is to understand what your
customers go through in order to improve the quality of the services they
receive

Australia’s BizLab Human Centred Design Curriculum
Service Design Playbook (2)
Designing for Public Services
Empathy Interview Guide
Persona Tool
Customer journey Map
Government Consultation Principles & Guidance
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas

Helpful Resources

Priority 2 Guidance

When to use User-Centred Design for Public Policy

Why is this a priority?

The Tops Qualities of an Agile Leader (8 mins)

Priority 2 focuses on developing a culture that motivates, equips and facilitates staff to innovate as part of
their daily roles. Innovation should feature prominently throughout your business and specific innovation
skills, frameworks and language should be incorporated into every decisions made from the most junior to
senior grade within the organisation

Key Priority terms
Future-focused
services

Services that are not currently in existence or are unpopular but may become
desirable in the future

Soft & Technical
innovation skills

Soft skills include creativity, problem solving, strategic thinking and effective
communication. Technical skills include Lean six sigma, Agile & Design thinking

Agile methodology

An iterative approach to project management that helps deliver value and
outcomes fast. Instead of using a ‘big bang’ approach to a project, an agile team
delivers work in small, realistic and consumable increments

Piloting

Small-scale, preliminary studies to understand if the components being tested
would be feasible on a larger scale

Iteration

The process of refining and rationalising an idea or concept

Failing Fast

Removing the stigma from the word ‘failure’ by emphasizing the lessons learned
from unsuccessful ideas that will inform the next iteration

Internal Pathways

The internal governance within an organisation which will provide the relevant
supports and approvals to bring an idea from inception to implementation

Multi-disciplinary
Teams

A team consisting of various skillsets, experience, grades and backgrounds from
the same organisation to bring diverse thoughts to the group

What does it mean to have a Growth Mindset?
Courage as a Skill
Why Design Thinking works
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas

DRAFT
Helpful Resources

Priority 3 Guidance

Irish Public Service Innovation Hub

Why is this a priority?

Public Service Innovation Network

Priority 3 focuses on cultivating connections across the Public Service to share insights, knowledge and
lessons learned. Increasing the communication and collaboration across public service organisations and
sectors will result in combined knowledge and expertise, diversity of thought and thus innovation ideas or
solutions facing the entire Irish Public Service

Public Service Online Collaboration Tool
What is an Innovation Ecosystem?
Access expertise or advice – OPSI

Key Priority terms

Discover what is working for other Governments

Eco-system

A loosely interconnected network of organisations that coevolve capabilities around a
shared set of knowledge, customer type or work environment

Innovation Case Study Platform

Ideate

The process in which new ideas are created

How to get the most out of your collaborations

Co-create

When organisations bring additional stakeholders into the design process to develop
new services reflective of the diverse experiences and skill of each
creators/stakeholder involved

OPSI Network

Innovation
portal

An online platform which organisations can upload and store all innovation-related
content in one place for easy access. Items might include innovation project case
studies, contact details of innovators, innovation newsletters, innovation events and
so on

Collaboration
tools

Tools such as WebEx, MS Teams or Skype which help teams work together to achieve
a common goal or objective. Collaboration tools provide capabilities such as instant
messaging, file sharing and automatic document saving which enables teams to work
together faster and more efficiently both virtually and physically
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas
Stage 3b cont.. Complete Priorities 1-3 tabs
2

3

Step 2 requires the Working Team to
present their progress to the Senior
Management Team (SMT)

Step 3 is to be completed by the Working Team once actions have been reviewed by SMT in Step 2

1.

2.

4

Before identifying the implementation
steps for the actions you wish to
adopt, it will be important to inform
SMT/Leadership on the progress
made so far. This will ensure that the
SMT are aligned with the identified
goals and actions for each priority.
Therefore, present the progress made
by the Innovation Working Team to
SMT/Leadership using the outputs
collated from Step 1 of the Canvas
Capture any feedback directly in the
Step 2 columns on the Canvas

1.

In order to ensure all selected actions are developed and monitored appropriately, an implementation
roadmap is required. All actions that have been selected and identified as ‘new’ to the organisation will
require an action owner, time horizon, success criteria and measurements. All actions that have been
selected and identified as ‘existing’ to the organisation may require this additional information, or, given that
this action will align to an already existing initiative within the organisation, a sufficient implementation
roadmap may already be in place. The Working Team will decide which actions require implementation
details.

2.

For each ‘new’ action, identify an action owner who will be accountable for the implementation of this
action. This could be an individual, team or department depending on your organisation. The owner will
drive the action and see it through to completion.

3.

Consider the time horizon for the action. This could be kept at a high level e.g. short, medium or long-term or
could include specific dates and times

4.

Identify the success criteria for the action by considering what outcomes the action will achieve if
implemented successfully and what impact this could have

5.

Establish how the action will be measured. This could be a quantitative or qualitative output such as the
‘Number of X’ or ‘Increased staff engagement’

6. Repeat steps 3-5 for all selected actions under each priority
Step 4 requires the Working Team to present the final strategy outputs to SMT for sign-off
1.

Once the implementation roadmap has been established for all actions under the three priorities, present the outputs to SMT/Leadership for final review
and sign-off, capturing the outputs into the Step 4 columns

Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas
Stage 3c Review Actions Summary tab
Guidance on Actions Summary tab
•

This tab provides a high level review of the actions you have chosen to adopt for your
organisation. Using the Innovation Ambition Matrix, this tab breaks down the selected actions
into the innovation type - core, adjacent or transformative;
Transformative
New co-created solutions to complex challenges where the citizen/customer
leads the development of breakthroughs, and the public service forms part of
the ecosystem. Relates to new offerings or services that meet new customer
needs. Examples include the application of disruptive technologies such as
blockchain to make life better for the public
Adjacent
New developed solutions that build on existing services provided by
government. The public service leads, but involves external organisations or
citizens in co-creation. Examples including smart Cities – involving private sector
businesses in the development of technologies to increase operational
efficiency and improve the lives of the public
Core
Digitisation or optimisation of existing public services or products. Typically
draws on the organisation’s existing capabilities and assets with a focus on
traditional services. Examples include MyGovID – optimisation of existing public
services through digitisation

Considerations
Use the Actions Summary tab to monitor your
innovation progress across a certain time period.
Share this information with the wider organisation
to inform staff of the type of innovation activity
occurring within the organisation in order to
increase communication, understanding and
engagement.

Helpful Tools & Resources
Innovation Ambition Matrix – Harvard Business
Review
Developing innovation portfolios for the public
sector

Figure 3. Innovation Matrix, Enabling Innovation in the Irish Public Service, Deloitte, 2018

•
•

Developing an innovation portfolio of approximately 10% transformative, 20% adjacent and
70% core innovation can help Public Service organisations quantify the impact of initiatives,
justify investment, offset risk and develop a clear, consistent understanding of innovation
Managing innovation in this disciplined way helps to balance risk and return, it also helps
leadership view innovation as a suite of initiatives to be managed in a balanced way throughout
the year, rather than being a ‘once off’ project

Learn a Framework: Innovation Ambition Matrix
Enabling Innovation in the Irish Public Service
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Section 2 | Innovation Strategy Canvas
Stage 3d Complete Implementation tab
Guidance on Implementation tab
1.

Consider any initiatives currently within your organisation that this strategy could leverage and
align to. This might include an ongoing project, the organisation’s Statement of Strategy or
overarching reform and innovation initiatives such as Our Public Service

2.

Cognisant of the actions you have chosen to adopt, consider if any new systems will be required
or existing systems updated to implement these successfully. This might include internal
communication systems, customer engagement systems or improved digital services

3.

Identify the skills and methodologies that will enable this strategy. This might include upskilling
a particular team or department, or providing organisation-wide innovation training on topics
such as design thinking, user experience and lean six sigma

4.

5.

6.

Consider the immediate next best actions required in order to progress with this strategy.
Examples might include developing a communications plan in order to effectively promote the
new innovation strategy throughout the organisation or establishing an Innovation Team who
will begin implementing the identified actions
Finally, consider how to measure success for this strategy. Consider how, if implemented
successfully, this strategy will impact the organisation. Examples might include increased staff
engagement and productivity, improved innovation survey scores or reduced customer
complaints. Guidance on each implementation step can be found directly on the Canvas by
hovering your cursor over the relevant component

Considerations
Consider using a GANT chart or other relevant
project management tools to ensure that the
strategy is monitored and progressed effectively.
Engage with colleagues with project
management experience to implement the
strategy in a realistic and attainable manner.

Helpful Tools & Resources
GANTT Chart
Sigma Strategy Toolkit
NSAI Innovation Management Standard
Getting serious about innovation management

Transfer all information gathered on the Innovation Strategy Canvas across into the Innovation
Strategy Template (See Section 3 of this document for further guidance)
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Irish Public Service
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Section 3 | Innovation Strategy Template
Transferring the Canvas into the Strategy Template
•

Once you have completed the Innovation Strategy Canvas, you are now
ready to transfer all information captured on the Canvas into the
Innovation Strategy Template

•

This is a high level Microsoft Word template that enables the Working
Team to pull the Canvas outputs and transfer them into a clear and
concise strategy document with minor editing required

Innovation Strategy Canvas

•

The template remains unbranded so as to enable all Public Service
Organisations to apply their own branding and communications to the
final document which can then either act as a standalone strategy
document, or an ‘innovation pillar’ to slot into a larger organisation
document such as a Statement of Strategy or Business Plan

•

Guidance is provided throughout the Strategy Template in order to
ensure the correct information from the Canvas is reflected as
appropriate. Once transferred, the Working Team will provide the
strategy to relevant stakeholders for final sign-off and circulation

Outputs transferred

Innovation Strategy Template
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Further considerations for
embedding innovation

Section 4
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Considerations for embedding innovation | Page 1 of 3
Stakeholder Management, Communications and Engagement Guiding Principles and Tools
Once your innovation strategy has been developed and signed off, it is important that it is communicated across the organisation effectively. This will help to
engage your stakeholders, bring staff along on the journey and facilitate real change. Whilst each Public Service organisation will vary on their requirements,
outlined below are key guiding principles, tools and techniques all organisations should consider when developing their Innovation Strategy Communications
Plan

Guiding
Principles:

Tools and
techniques:

Helpful
Resources:

Common language

Think about the why

Share success stories

Share a consistent
definition and
understanding of
innovation and
innovative concepts

It is important to find a
consistent answer to
the “reason why” an
innovation strategy is
required within the
organisation

Showcase successful
innovations and
innovative projects

Written content

Visual content

Campaign approach

Leverage video,
infographics and
creative solutions to
share complex, critical
information in a simple,
engaging way

Align internal campaigns
and communications
with the Public Service
Innovation Week,
promoting local
innovation in your
organisation

Develop key messaging
and core narrative to
build momentum. This
can be in the form of
newsletters, internal
staff portal etc.

How to Measure and Communicate Innovation
Three reasons why innovation is all about communication
Points of Contact Communications Toolkit
Customer Communications Toolkit for the Public Service

Promote idea
generation
Clearly communicate
the pathways to bring
forward innovative
ideas

All grade engagement

Digital and virtual
Create internal and
external networks using
two-way engagement
tools and virtual methods
to engage a greater
number of staff

Immersive experiences

Innovation Team

Develop immersive
experiences such as
virtual or augmented
reality to involve and
better connect staff
with the innovation
strategy

Assess effectiveness of
the strategy
communications and
engagement activities.
Plan targeted
interventions as and
when required

Engage with all grades
throughout the
organisation on the
innovation strategy, and
what it means to their
role

Combat anti-innovation
attitudes
Dispel the myth that
innovation is handled
by R&D teams, or that
innovation is solely
technology focused

Considerations for embedding innovation | Page 2 of 3
The following tables list potential initiatives that Leadership in Public Service Organisations might consider to ‘make innovation real’ in their
organisation. These initiatives align with the priorities and goals noted in the Innovation Strategy for the Irish Public Service

Recommendations

Implementation Guidelines

Suggested Key Performance Indicators

Set the Strategic Vision and
Innovation Plan

•
•
•

Roll out innovation training for all staff
Establish an innovation budget
Encourage the establishment of an Innovation Network who collates and
promotes innovation resources such as funding information, research &
project management capability, online including OPSI, Apolitical, Board of
Innovation and so on (see appendix for additional resources)
Establish a clear innovation application process to ensure staff know exactly
how to take an idea forward to implementation. Innovation applications
could be monitored by Innovation Network and Leadership

•
•
•

Complete Innovation Training which focuses on the key areas such as Agile
Methodology, Design Thinking, User Experience and Emotional Intelligence
as well as the requirements listed in this document.
Develop understanding in these areas either formally via training rolled out
by DPER such as the Innovation Diploma or SPS Programme, or informally via
online sources including Apolitical, the Board of Innovation, OPSI, Podcasts,
Innovation Blogs and TedTalks

•

•

Leadership Innovation
Training

•
•

•

•
•

Number of innovation applications made per X
Amount used in innovation budget
Number of staff having completed innovation
training per X
Number of ‘hits’ or ‘requests’ for innovation
resources and supports

X number of training courses / material completed
per annum
Number of formal trainings attended
Number of informal training resources
requested/downloaded and used

Considerations for embedding innovation | Page 3 of 3
Recommendations

Implementation Guidelines

Suggested Key Performance Indicators

Encourage staff to collaborate
across the Irish Public Service

•

Encourage staff to join the Public Service Innovation Network, attend Public
Service Innovation events, working with relevant line managers to ensure
feasibility
Actively engage with and volunteer with innovation-related, crosscollaboration opportunities within the Irish Public Service, representing the
organisation at National level
Appoint a Innovation Representative to DPER’s formal Innovation
Representative Group

•
•
•

Number of mentors/mentees
Number of secondments/secondees
Number of new joiners with innovation experience
and qualifications

Encourage new ways of working within the organisation
Encourage staff to apply for their innovation projects to be funded through
the Public Service Innovation Fund
Sponsor and participate in annual Innovation awards within the organisation
Set organisational challenges, ensuring that all staff have equal opportunities
to get involved
Get involved in innovation projects, giving staff an opportunity to work with
and learn from your experiences

•

Number of innovative ideas generated from staff
per X
Number of recognitions /awards
Number of Innovation Fund awards
Number of organisational solutions identified to
challenges
Number of staff involved in challenges
Number of successful innovations/improved
processes
Increased efficiency in organisational process, team,
service or department due to innovation

•
•

Inspire, encourage and
recognise innovation

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Available Supports

Section 5
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Section 5 | Available Supports
Listed below are the resources which have been referenced throughout this Guidance Document. In addition to these, Our Public Service is updated on a regular basis to provide
Innovation-related information occurring across the Irish Public Service. In particular the Innovation Hub on this site should be your first port of call for Networking, Funding, Case
Studies, Events, Learning and Development Supports and other related initiatives. To gain greater insight into innovations occurring in other governments, the Observatory of
Public Sector Innovation provides a wealth of information on innovation case studies, tools, thought leadership and research which can be easily accessed online

Establishing a Working Team

Priority 1

Designing for Public Services

Cognitive Bias Poster

The Service Design Playbook

Empathy Interview Guide

Innovation Taboo – Understanding Innovation Buzzwords

Government Service Design Manual

Persona Tool

Innovation A to Z – from blank page to development

Australia’s BizLab Human Centred Design Curriculum

Customer journey Map

How can government officials become innovators?

Service Design Playbook

Measuring Innovation Maturity

Priority 2

Priority 3

Enterprise Ireland Innovation Scorecard

When to use User-Centred Design for Public Policy

What is an Innovation Ecosystem?

Innovation Snapshot

The Tops Qualities of an Agile Leader (8 mins)

Access expertise or advice – OPSI

Workplace Innovation Tool

What does it mean to have a Growth Mindset?

Discover what is working for other Governments

How to public sector organisations innovate?

Courage as a Skill

Innovation Case Study Platform

Why Design Thinking works

How to get the most out of your collaborations

What is Innovation Ambition and what is yours?

Innovation Matrix

Innovation Matrix

Future Scan

Innovation Ambition Matrix – Harvard Business Review

GANTT Chart

An Overview of PESTEL Analysis

Developing innovation portfolios for the public sector

Sigma Strategy Toolkit

What makes for a good innovation strategy?

Learn a Framework: Innovation Ambition Matrix

Getting serious about innovation management

Innovation vs Time: How to make public sector innovations
survive

Enabling Innovation in the Irish Public Service

Developing an As-Is Assessment
Setting a Vision/Ambition (Chapter 7)
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